HANGING POCKET WALL TIDY

HANGING POCKET WALL TIDY

Great for the sewing room,
study or kids’ bedroom, use
your favourite fabrics on the
pockets of this wall tidy and
you’ll also create a stylish
focal point
Project: BECKY CLARKE
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Skill level: O
MATERIALS:

OO1m linen
OOvariety of printed fabric
OOthread
OO10cm square Bondaweb
OO2 60cm lengths of wooden dowel
CUTTING LIST:

Hanging Pocket
wall tidy
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OOFrom the linen, cut:
53x75cm piece
OOFrom the green fabric, cut:
18x23.5cm piece
21x18cm piece
OOFrom the blue fabric, cut:
18x23.5cm piece
14x15cm piece
OOFrom the pink fabric, cut:
21x18cm piece
14x47cm piece

1 Iron a 1cm then a 1.5cm hem down the
two long edges of the linen piece. Pin and
stitch. (See Pic A.)
2 Iron 1cm then 3cm along the remaining
short top and bottom edges of the linen. Pin
and stitch, leaving the ends open. This creates
a tube channel into which the dowel will
thread to hang. (See Pic B.)
3 Iron a 1.5cm hem around the sides and
bottom of each of the pocket pieces. Iron
1cm then 1.5cm on the remaining top edge

of each pocket piece. Pin and stitch close to
the fold. (See Pic C.)
4 Cut a piece of paper measuring 9cm
square. Fold in half, draw a heart shape then
cut out to make a template. (See Pic D.)
5 Iron a piece of Bondaweb to the reverse of
a 10cm square of pink fabric. Draw around
the heart template with a pencil then cut out.
(See Pic E.)
6 Peel off the backing paper, place the
heart centrally on the blue pocket and iron
in place. (See Pic F.)
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7 Pin a remnant of linen to the reverse of
the heart pocket to stop the top stitching
wrinkling the fabric. (See Pic G.)
8 Use a close-together zigzag stitch to stitch
round the edge of the heart. (See Pic H.)
9 Trim the excess linen from around the
heart. (See Pic I.)
J Iron the long pocket in half so there is a
crease in the middle. (See Pic J.)
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K Place all the pockets on the linen backing,
making sure they are neat. (See Pic K.)
L Use a tape measure to check the positions.
(See Pic L.)
M Stitch around the sides and bottom of each
pocket. Stitch down the ironed crease on the
long pocket to create a division.
N Slide the dowel through the channels at
the top and bottom of the caddy, then tie
ribbon to the top dowels to hang. (See Pic M.)
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We used...
Essex Natural Linen,
£11 per metre, www.
frumble.co.uk

Hobbycraft Meadow
Craft fat-quarter
six pack, £5, www.
hobbycraft.co.uk
M
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